When The Cirque Comes To Town
Background
The crew responsible for the
extraordinary props for Cirque
du Soleil came to us with a
special request. They needed
to create a digital record of
their massive fiberglass stage
prop, so the parts could be
reproduced quickly in case
they were lost or damaged.
A photo of the prop wall during construction The wall fully assembled under the giant circus
tent
With many shows to come,
and shows scheduled for years to come, the Cirque needed to know that they could
reproduce these pieces quickly in an emergency.
`
This wasn't just any stage prop, but a massive structural assembly, nearly 40 feet wide, and
over 18 feet tall. They needed to capture both the precise detail of the sculpted surface on the
front side, as well as some of the critical mechanical features on the back side. They also
wanted the entire thing scanned in one day, so as not to disrupt their incredibly tight
production schedule.
Our Process

The entire wall scan, digitally
reassembled from each of 46
unique components

Detail of wall scan

The wall was made up of fiberglass shells, of
all different sizes and shapes, and designed to
fit precisely to form a continuous wall with the
natural appearance of stone. The smallest
piece was 3 feet long, and the largest was
over 12 feet. At over 100lb on average, moving
through these parts quickly was no trivial task.

The crew at Cirque Du Solei provided us with an enclosed tent to fend
of the terrible rain storm outside, and cut down on the ambient light for
our scanning process. We set up two HDI Advance white-light scanners
and a massive custom turntable and went to work scanning each piece,
one by one. Each of the 46 individual components was scanned in
approximately 12 shots each for the inside and outside, and merged to
create a highly detailed continuous surfaces.

Our scanners captured data points less than 1mm apart to reproduce every crevice, flake,
and chip, and capture the fine surface texture. Over 100 million data points collected, with
enough detail to create high quality STL files suitable for reproduction with a CNC.
The Results
In order to validate the process, and prove that the
crew could quickly reproduce one of the pieces in an
emergency, we had the master model makers at
Additive Workshop http://www.additiveworkshop.com
reconstruct a brand new fiberglass shell from our
data. We provided a high density scan file, in the
original STL format, and they were able to carve a
brand new foam plug using their CNC milling
machine the same day.

Newly installed fiberglass shell

From the newly carved foam plug, the model makers were able to cast a silicone mold, and
reproduce a new fiberglass shell in matter of days, completely from the digital scan data,
without ever once seeing the original wall. Before the Cirque left town, we pulled the original
part out of the assembled wall, and fit our new shell in its place. A perfect fit, and another
great application for 3D scanning.
`

